Video Tape to DVD
Available from: VHS, Video 8, Mini DV (Includes PAL)
Japan Camera foto source records exclusively in SP mode for maximum picture quality. Maximum recording time per DVD
is 120 minutes. If the video tape exceeds 120 minutes, recording will extend to an additional DVD(s). Editing is not
available as part of this service. When transferring multiple tapes to one DVD, tapes must be numbered.
Titles
Titles can be added at the beginning and/or the end of each tape. Titles can be up to 3 lines with 35 characters per line.
They should be clearly printed or typed out with specific instructions for placement.
Custom DVD Cover
Customized DVD and covers are available.
Special Note: a Federal Copyright Law protects commercially marketed videotapes. We are unable to duplicate these
types of tapes.
Service

Pricing

Tape to DVD (up to 30 minutes)

$19.99 each DVD

Tape to DVD (up to 60 minutes)

$24.99 each DVD

Tape to DVD (up to120 minutes)

$29.99 each DVD

Titles

$5.00 per title/chapter

Additional tapes to DVD

$15.00 each

Additional copies

$12.00 per DVD

Custom DVD disk and Custom DVD case

$20.00 per set

Video File Conversions
Available from: CD (includes PAL), DVD (includes PAL), Hard drive camcorders, memory cards, flash drives
Are you having trouble playing the video you recorded on your digital camera? Even if you burn a DVD most DVD players
do not recognize the video files recorded on digital cameras. At Japan Camera foto source, we can convert video files for
your TV viewing.
Multiple digital files can be consolidated to one DVD. The number of DVD’s required to complete the conversion can vary
greatly depending on the amount and type of data. We have the ability to transfer both standard definition and hi-definition
video files. When transferring multiple files to one DVD, specific instructions as to placement must be included.
Memory cards from camcorders and hard drive camcorder transfers require the camcorder, AV cord, AC adapter and cradle
(if necessary) be left at the store to complete the order. Editing is not available as part of this service.
Video files from digital still cameras, will appear as individual clips on DVD. These files may be combined into one movie
clip for an additional charge. Vertical video may be altered also with additional charges.
Titles
Titles can be added at the beginning and/or the end of each tape. Titles can be up to 3 lines with 35 characters per line.
They should be clearly printed or typed out with specific instructions for placement.
Custom DVD Cover
Customized DVD and covers are available.
Special Note: a Federal Copyright Law protects commercially marketed videotapes. We are unable to duplicate these
types of tapes.
Service

Pricing

DVD (up to 30 minutes)

$19.99 each DVD

DVD (up to 60 minutes)

$24.99 each DVD

DVD (up to120 minutes)

$29.99 each DVD

Additional sources to DVD

$10.00 each

Video Files merged

50¢ per minute

Titles

$5.00 per title/chapters

Additional copies

$12.00 per DVD

Custom DVD disk and Custom DVD case

$20.00 per set

Film to DVD
Available from: Super 8 or 8mm
A DVD holds up to 120 minutes; approximately 1200 feet. If the production exceeds 120 minutes, additional DVD’s will be
used as needed and additional charges will apply. Use the guide below to determine an estimated number of feet of film is
included in the order. Please note the diagram is not proportional to actual cassette and film size.
If the reels need to be transferred in a particular sequence, clearly number the movie reels accordingly. It is best to write the
number sequence directly on the reel. Editing is not available as part of this service.
Music
Customers have a choice submitting their own music selection or using copyright free music supplied by the lab. Customer
supplied music is accepted as CD or MP3 files. Lab supplied music is determined by a video specialist and is instrumental
only.

Titles
Titles can be added at the beginning, at the end or before each reel. Titles can be up to 3 lines with 35 characters per line.
They should be clearly printed or typed out with specific instructions for placement.
Custom DVD Cover
Customized DVD and covers are available.

Service

Pricing

Setup Charge

$20.00

Feet of Film

25¢ per foot

Titles

$5.00 per title/chapters

Songs

$5.00 per song

Additional Copies

$12.00 per DVD

Custom DVD disk and Custom DVD case

$20.00 per set

